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Pattern inspired coloring book featuring geometric, paisley and floral patterns with 24 designs

printed on one-side of high quality paper. Geometric shapes, flowers, swirls, houses and even food,

create intricate designs that will excite everyone from young kids to adults. Printed in the USA,

Leisure Arts coloring books feature premium paper reducing bleed-through so you can use markers

or gel pens. Use the perforated pages to easily remove your colored page and display your Extreme

Wonders masterpiece. Whether youÃ¢ TMre an expert in shading and blending or just relaxing and

relieving stress, you'll want to color each of the 24 designs in Extreme Wonders Color Art for

Everyone by Leisure Arts.
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One of the most trusted names in instructional publishing, Leisure Arts is a leading publisher

worldwide of lifestyle how-to books, DVDs, on-line content (LeisureArts.com), and products. Leisure

Arts publications cater to caring people who want to enrich their lives with relaxing pastimes,

creative fashions and gifts, unique home decor, and so much more that contributes to The Art of

Everyday Living!



There are 24 different Ã¢Â€ÂœextremeÃ¢Â€Â• designs in this book. I don't quite understand what

the concept is with respect to the title. It may be because the designs cover the page and have

many intricate details. The subject matter ranges from doodles to mandalas to buildings to flowers,

so the subjects do not seem Ã¢Â€ÂœextremeÃ¢Â€Â• in concept. The designs are all supplied by

GMC Designs/Shutterstock, Inc. I don't know if that means there are various designers within those

companies or not, but there isn't a specific artist mentioned.The paper weight is nice and heavy

 very much a feeling of premium grade paper. The designs are printed on one side of the

page (with the back side blank.) The pages are all micro-perforated so removing them from the book

will be easy. The print quality of the design is excellent. There are parts of the designs which are

rather intricate.All of my markers and some gel pens have leaked through this paper. If using either

media, I will either remove the page from the book or put some chipboard under the page I am

working on to keep the ink from bleeding through.There is information on the inside front and inside

back page which explains color and shading techniques. I am very impressed with both the quality

and the subject matter in the new line of Leisure Arts coloring books.While I don't understand the

concept of the title, I do like the artwork in the book. These are designs that are not for the faint of

heart. You will be coloring most, if not all, of each page. I will choose one when I want to work on

something over the week rather than finish a design in a night or two. That's my speed but others

may finish much quicker. I like complex designs from time to time. They challenge my color palette

and my sense of how a design works to make a whole.

So far I've only colored one photo from this book but I can't wait to color more! The images are

detailed, intricate, and beautiful. The paper is nice and thick...I color with markers and the color

does not bleed through. If you like to take time creating your art...then this is the book for you.

I LOVE these books! I have all of the ones that I could find on  or at Walmart and thoroughly enjoy

them. The pages are thick and it has a tear line for those who like to remove pages. The only

downside is how terrible Leisure Arts is at providing information about their books. I couldn't find

anything online to indicate how many books there actually are. Some of the books have repetitive

patterns, but this entry in the series is dedicated to complex and small patterns. There are A LOT of

small patterns that require precise coloring and will be very time consuming.

This is a great book for me as I like busy designs. Most of the designs have a lot going on and a few

are less "busy". The pages are single sided and perforated on fairly thick paper. The designs go to



the binding but the perforation is about 1/2 an inch from the binding so a small bit of the design is

cut off if you remove the page. For most of the designs that is not a problem but it cuts off a piece of

the mandala designs. I usually try to use my books as a master copy for myself so will try copying

the pages without removing them from the book so I save the designs that would be compromised. I

used one design to test pencils, gel pens, and markers with these results: Colored pencils of 2

different brands, hard and soft core color well. Gel pens work well with no bleed through, had

minimal bleed when I used black and went over same spot a bit. Markers; Sharpie brush point and

fine point bled through with normal use. Crayola and RoseArt markers did not bleed through with

normal use and had very minimal bleed through when I stayed in one spot for heavy coverage. I

would use a backing sheet when working with pens or markers.

My 12 year old daughter has just begun showing an interest in art (a love that I have hoped one of

my children would share with me!) - drawing, coloring, fancy paper, markers, etc. Her birthday is

one month after Christmas, so it can be hard finding a gift that can get her attention. I ordered this

coloring book, along with several others and some nice colored pencils, as part of her birthday

present. I have to say - I hit the gifting jackpot! She loves all of the books - but this one in particular

is her favorite! The designs are intricate without being overly complicated - they keep her attention,

and distract her from the troubles of her sixth grade day. She will spend hours in her room choosing

the perfect picture to color, and the perfect color combination. She even has a few hanging on her

bedroom walls.The pictures are a big 8x11. The paper quality is great too. My daughter colors with

colored pencils and markers - and none of the color has bled through. The book is great for

beginners or seasoned artists! I would definitely recommend this to my coloring friends out there!

Absolutely wonderful coloring book. The designs are fun and I am extremely happy with how they

turn out, (I use gel pens).

Coloring is a stress reliever for me and this book was a perfect fit. The designs cover the entire

pages and they are detailed, intricate, and beautiful. The paper is a great quality - heavy and thick -

and feel like a premium grade paper.The pages only have designs on one side with the other side

are blank. The designs are printed beautifully on the page and so intricate.I have only used color

pencils on the pages. I do not know how markers will perform on the pages but the color pencils

work smoothly on the pages.On the inside cover page and inside back page have explanations for

shading the designs. This is very helpful when pairing colors together for the designs.In my opinion,



the designs may take a few days to color because of how intricate they are but it is worth

it.Definitely worth a buy.
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